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Date of Class: Time

Notes:

This is a four hour class and we will need every minute possible to get through all three

variations of the Lemoyne Star.

To help ensure your success in this course, it will be important for you to be familiar with

the basic construction of the Rapid Fire@ Lemolme Star. If you have not made a Lemoyne Star

using the Rapid Fire@tool in a while, you may want to practice your skills prior to class.

It would be helpful for you to have your fabrics pre-cut prior to class so that you can

spend the maximum time sewing.

l-1201Ranid Fire@ e Advanced II: tr'ussv Cut Lemovnes. as Triangles-

and Blazins Lemovne Stars Impress your toughest critic with what looks like very demanding

piecing in these blocks, but trick them with the simplicity of Fussy Cut Lemoyne, Lemoynes as

Triangles, and Blazing Lemoyne Stars.

Prerequesite: 1-601: Rapid Fire@ Lemoyne Star: Basic Construction

Required tool: Rapid Fire@ Lemoyne Star and Invisigrip

Required Technique Sheets: Fussy Cut Lemoyne, Lemoynes as

Triangles, and Blazing Lemoyne Stars

Required Design Sheet: Rapid Fire@ Lemoyne Star: Advanced II

*These items can be purchased at your local quilt shop

Basic Sewins Supplies

Sewing Machine with
Power cords and manual fiust in case)

Thread

Machine needles

Snips or trimming scissors

Seam ripper

Basic Ouiltine Supplies
Rotary cutter with a sharp blade

Marking Pencil (Mechanical will do)

Sharpie marker (Fine point)

Small cutting mat

Straight edge ruler approx. 6" x 12" or so

Invisigrip (Required)

Best Press or light starch (Optional



Fabric Requirements:

In this class you will make a Fussy Cut Lemoyne block, (2) Lemoynes as Triangles, and a

Blazing Lemoyne Star block. It is strongly suggested for you to pre-cut your fabrics prior to
class.

Lemolmes as Triangles pre-cutting instructions:

(2) 2 ll2'x 22" strips for your star points

(2) 3 314" x 22 strips for your background

Fussy Cut Lemoyne pre-cutting instructions:

approx. l12 yard of a large print OR

approx, ll4 yard of a striped fabric
(8) 3 3/4" background squares offabric

Blazir;rg Lemoyne Star pre-cutting instructions:
(2) I Il2" x22" Fabric A* (center ring)
(l) | ll2' x22" Fabric B* (inner point)
(l) | ll2" x22" Fabric C* (outer point)
(8)3 314" background squares offabric

*Fabrics A, B, and C can coordinate, but you will want them to contrast to your background

fabric


